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Abstract. According to the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors, embedded memories will continue to dominate the increasing system on chips (SoCs) content in the future, approaching 90%
in in some cases. Therefore, the memory yield and quality will have a
dramatic impact on the overall SoC cost and outgoing product quality.
Meeting a high memory yield and quality requires understanding memory designs, modeling their faulty behaviors in appropriate and accurate
way, designing adequate tests and diagnosis strategies as well as eﬃcient
Design-for-Testability and Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) schemes. This paper presents the state of art in memory testing including fault modeling,
test design and BIST. Further research challenges and opportunities are
discussed in enabling testing (embedded) memories in the nano-era.
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1

Introduction

The semiconductor memory development over the years can be classiﬁed in three
phases [1]: (a) the stand-alone, (b) memory integrated with logic and (c) scaled
embedded memory. In the ﬁrst phase, typically from about 1980 to 1990, the
ideal MOS memory was a standardized stand-alone part, with its small cell size,
good array eﬃciency, adequate performance, noise and soft error resistance, and
met an external I/O standard. In the second phase, occurred from 1990 to 2000,
where memories began to be integrated onto the logic chip; however, embedded
DRAM and Flash were hindered by the historical divergence of the memory and
logic technologies. In the third phase, from 2000 on, the era of true embedded
memory has begun. Nowadays, embedded memories represent the great majority of embedded electronics in Systems on Chip (SoC). It is very common to
ﬁnd SoCs with hundreds of memories representing more than 50% of the overall
chip area. According to the ITRS, today’s SoCs have been moving from logicdominant to memory-dominant chips in order to deal with the requirements of
todays and future applications. Consequently, embedded memory test challenges
will signiﬁcantly impact the overall testability of SoC. Solving such challenges
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for memories will substantially contribute to the resolution of electronic system
test problems in the future; hence, supporting the continuation of the semiconductor technology revolution and the manufacturability of future highly complex
systems (’gigascale’) and highly integrated technologies (’nano-scale’).
The cost of memory testing increases with every generation of new memory
chips [2]. Precise fault modeling to design eﬃcient tests, in order to keep the test
cost and test time within economically acceptable limits, is therefore essential.
The quality of the tests, in terms of defect/fault coverage, is strongly dependent
on the used fault models. Therefore, fault models reﬂecting the real defects
of the new memory technologies are crucial for developing higher quality test
algorithms and therefore providing products with low Defect-Per-Million (DPM)
level driven by the market.
It is diﬃcult, if not impossible, to test an embedded memory simply by applying test patters directly to the chip’s I/O pins, because the embedded memory’s
address, data, and control signals are usually not directly accessible through the
I/O pins. Therefore, Memory Built-In-Self Test (MBIST) is used for memory
testing. The basic philosophy behind the MBIST technique is: ”let the hardware
test itself ”; i.e. enhance the functionality of the memory to facilitate self-test.
Large (and expensive) external tests cannot provide the needed test stimuli to
enable high speed, nor high quality tests [3]. BIST therefore is the only practical
and cost-eﬀective solution for embedded SoC memories.
This paper addresses the state-of the art of the three major aspects related to
embedded memory testing; these are fault modeling, test algorithm design and
MBIST. In addition, future challenges and trends will be covered.

2

Memory Fault Modeling

As already mentioned, the quality of fault models used to develop test algorithms
is very crucial in providing high outgoing product quality measured in DPM
level. The concept of memory fault model appeared ﬁrst in early 1980’s. Many
fault models have been developed targeting diﬀerent fault behaviors. Memory
fault models can be classiﬁed into two classes: (a) static faults, developed mainly
between 1980 and 2000, and (d) dynamic faults, have been developed since begin
2000.
Static Faults
During the early 1980’s many memory functional fault models have been introduced, allowing the fault coverage of a certain test to be provable. Some
important fault models introduced in that time are [4,5,6]: Stuck-at-Faults and
Address-Decoder-Faults. These are abstract fault models and are not based on
any real memory design and/or real defects. To reﬂect the faulty behavior of the
real defects in real designs, Inductive Fault Analysis (IFA) was introduced. IFA
allows for the establishment of the fault models based on simulated defects at
the physical layout level of the design. In addition, IFA is capable of determining
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the occurrence probability and the importance of each fault model. The result
was that new fault models were introduced [7]: State-Coupling Fault and DataRetention Fault. In the late 1990’s, experimental results based on DPM screening
of a large number of tests applied to a large number of memory chips indicated
that many detected faults cannot be explained with the well-known fault models
[8,9], which suggested the existence of additional faults. This stimulated the introduction of new fault models, based on defect injection and SPICE simulation
[10,11]: Read Destructive Fault, Write Disturb Fault, Transition Coupling Fault,
Read Destructive Coupling Fault, etc.
All the memory fault modeling described above focuses on faults sensitized
by performing at most one operation. For instance, Read Destructive Coupling
Fault is sensitized by applying a read operation to the victim cell, while the
aggressor cell is put in a certain state (i.e., the required number of operations is
1). Memory faults sensitized by performing at most one operation are referred
to as static faults.
Dynamic Faults
Many work published since early 2000 have revealed the existence and the importance of another class of faults in the new memory technologies. It was shown
that another kind of faulty behavior can take place in the absence of static faults
[12]-[21]. This faulty behavior has been attributed to dynamic faults, which require more than one operation to be performed sequentially in time in order to
be sensitized. For example, a write 1 operation followed immediately by a read
1 operation will cause the cell to ﬂip to 0; however, if only a single write 1
or a single read 1, or a read 1 which is not immediately applied after write 1
operation is performed, then the cell will not ﬂip. [12] observed the existence
of dynamic faults in the new embedded DRAMs based on defect injection and
SPICE simulation. [13,14] observed the presence of dynamic faults in embedded
caches of Pentium processors during a detailed analysis of the DPM screening results of a large number of tests. [15,16] showed the importance of dynamic faults
for new SRAM technologies by analyzing DPM screening results of Intel and
STMicroelectronics products, and concluded that current and future SRAMs
tests need to consider dynamic faults or leave substantial DPM on the table.
[17] showed the existence of dynamic memory cell array faults for SRAMs using
defect injection and circuit simulation. The work of [18,19] proved the existing
of dynamic faults in the peripheral circuits of a memory (such as sense ampliﬁers, pre-charge circuits, etc.), while the work of [20,21] showed the existence of
this class of faults in the address decoders. Due to the importance of covering
dynamic faults in order to realize the required product quality (as it has been
show by measured data [14]-[16], [22]), tests for such faults become an integral
part of memory test programs used within industry [23,24,25]. Dynamic faults
are becoming even more important for the future technologies [26].
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Test Algorithm Design

Tests and fault detection for semiconductor memories have experienced a long
evolutionary process, starting before 1980’s. Overall, memory test algorithms
can be classiﬁed into three classes: (a) Ad-hoc tests, (b) March tests, and (b)
Fault primitive based tests; they are explained next.
Ad-hoc Tests: The are the early tests (typically before the 1980’s). They are
classiﬁed as Ad-Hoc because of the absence of formal fault models and proofs.
Tests as Scan, Checkerboard, Galpat and Walking 1/0 [5,27] belong to this class.
They have further the property of either having a low fault coverage (as it is the
case for Scan and Checkerboard) or requiring a very long test time (as it is the
case for Galpat and Walking), which make them very uneconomical for larger
memories.
March Tests: After the introduction of fault models during the early of 1980’s,
march tests became the dominant type of tests. The advantages of march tests
lay in two facts. First, the fault coverage of the considered/known models could
be mathematically proven, although one could not have any idea about the correlation between the models and the defects in the real chips. Second, the test
time for march tests is typically linear with the size of the memory, which made
them acceptable from an industrial point of view. Some well-known march tests,
that have been shown to be eﬃcient, are: Mats+ [28], March C- [29], PMOVI
[30], IFA 13n [7], etc.
Fault Primitive Based Tests: As new fault models have been introduced
in the late 1990’s, based on defect injection and SPICE simulation, other new
tests have been developed to deal with them. In addition, the concept of Fault
Primitive (FP) was introduced to better describe a single fault behavior [31]; it
made it easier to analyze the failure mechanisms in deep-sub micron technology
and to develop realistic fault models and thereafter optimal test algorithms using
defect-oriented testing. This approach allows for the realization of high defect
coverage as the algorithm can be optimized for each design/layout. Some of the
introduced FP based tests are targeting static faults; examples are March SS
[32] and March MSS[33] for detecting all possible static faults, March SR [11]
for detecting faults realistic for the design under consideration, etc. However,
most of the developed FP based tests are targeting dynamic faults, including
memory cell array faults [13]-[16], peripheral circuits faults [18,19] and address
decoder faults [20,21,34].
It is worth noting that the state-of-the art in memory fault modeling and test
design typically assumes the presence of a single fault at a time; memory tests
assuming the presence of multiple faults at a time have got limited attention in
the past [35,36] and they seems to become more important with further technology scaling [37]. Fault modeling and test design have to consider not only
the presence of a single defect/fault at a time, but also the presence of multiple
weak-faults/defects simultaneously (this is particularly important in the nano-
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era). A weak fault is not able to fully sensitize a fault, but it partially sensitizes
it; e.g., due to a partial open defect that creates a small delay. However, a fault
can be fully sensitized (i.e., becomes strong) when two (or more) weak faults are
sensitized simultaneously since their fault eﬀects can be additive.

4

Memory Built-In-Self Test

As already mentioned, it is diﬃcult to test an embedded memory simply by
applying test patters directly to the chip’s I/O pins, because the embedded
memory’s address, data, and control signals are usually not directly accessible
through the I/O pins. Therefore, BIST is the only practical and cost-eﬀective
solution for embedded SoC memories.
BIST engines, no matter what kind, can use pseudo-random or deterministic test patterns/algorithm. A pseudo-random pattern is basically very helpful
to test logic circuits. A memory, however, has a regular structure and typically
requires the application of regular and deterministic test patterns as those discussed in the previous section. In the early days of BIST (typically before 1990’s),
it was not unusual to see pseudo-random techniques applied to memory [38,39].
However, this approach has been hardly used from 1990 on due to its low fault
coverage.
MBIST based on deterministic patterns is dominant for testing memories
today. Deterministic patterns means that the patters are generated according
to speciﬁed predetermined values (such as march tests). When implementing
MBIST engines, trade-oﬀs are made depending on: (a) the number of supported
algorithms, (b) the ﬂexibility of the MBIST engine (in order to cope with the
unexpected), (c) the implementation speed, and (d) the area overhead. In addition, when MBIST performs tests, memory accesses have to be done at-speed
using Back-to-Back memory cycles in order to detect dynamic faults [14]-[25].
Systems require large, high speed memories, while the technology scaling exhibits a large spread in implementation parameters, resulting in speed related
(dynamic) faults.
Many papers have been published on deterministic based MBIST; examples
are [40]- [50]. Let’s assume that every memory test algorithm can be described
using an extended notation of March algorithms [27], including the non-linear
algorithms such as Galpat and Walking 1/0. A march test consists of a ﬁnite
sequence of March Elements (MEs) [4]; a march element is a ﬁnite sequence of
operations applied to every cell in the memory before proceeding to the next cell.
Based on the level at which memory algorithms are speciﬁed, MBIST engines
can be classiﬁed into four classes.
Algorithm Based MBST: Only a single (or few) algorithms can be speciﬁed;
they are implemented in hardware using a state machine [40,41]. This MBIST
is generally used in industry to generate a single pattern (e.g., a single march
test). However, a better memory test solution requires a suite of patterns; this
makes the design of the state machine complex. The major limitation of algorithm based MBIST lays in its quite restricted ﬂexibility; modifying the patterns
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requires changing the MBIST design. This MBIST implementation was used in
the early days of MBIST, where the fault behavior was still considered simple
and mainly static, while the implementation cost was very important. Performing at speed-testing was not a crucial issue for such MBIST class.
March Element Based MBIST: Applying an algorithm consists of successively scanning-in each of the algorithm’s MEs, together with its algorithm stress
combination. In order to be able to perform memory tests at-speed, it is suﬃcient that each of the individual MEs is performed at-speed [42,45,49,50]. For
this MBIST class, not the algorithms are hard-wired, but only the MEs. Recent
publications [49,50] show that such MBIST class can provide higher ﬂexibility
at extremely small command memory, which makes this MBIST class very attractive for embedded applications whereby the tests have to be stored within
the MBIST engine. Moreover, all information required to support an at-speed
implementation is contained in the speciﬁed MEs. Hence, the required detailed
information to control the memory, such as whether a read or write has to be
performed, can be decoded from the ME prior to its application. This prevent
the complex implementation (costly hardware) which typically uses complex
schemes such as pipelining and prefetching to apply at speed-testing.
ME operations Based MBIST: In this case, at speed of only the operations within a single ME can be performed; elapsed time between MEs is not
critical. Typically each ME can use a certain stress combination (such as databackground). Therefore this class can be easy implemented using two registers
(one for ME and one for the stress combination) and a register controlled statemachine; the two register can be scanned via a low speed tester. Because of its
low cost implementation, such MBIST is very popular within the industry. Note
that ME operations based MBIST requires more test time than March Element
Based MBIST; in the latter all MEs are hard-wired and no external scanning is
needed for MEs to perform the tests.
Individual Operations Based MBIST: This class of MBIST engines allows
for the speciﬁcation of algorithms by specifying each of the algorithm operations. Obviously, this can be very ﬂexible. However, the implementation cost
is eﬀectively determined by the size of the algorithm memory and the supported addressing scheme(s) [46]-[48], [51]. The more algorithms and addressing
schemes, the more hardware overhead. In addition, it typically explores expensive prefetching and pipelining techniques to perform at speed-testing, which
makes the implementation costly. This class is mainly suitable for higher end
products.

5

Future Challenges

This section addresses some major challenges and trends wrt embedded memory testing and gives some research directions. First, the technology technology
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threats due to continue scaling will be discussed. Thereafter, the business pressure will be covered. Finally, the requirements for future memory test solutions
will be described.
5.1

Technology Threats

Progressive technology scaling, as tracked by the ITRS and encapsulated by
Moore’s law, has driven the phenomenal success of the semiconductor industry.
Silicon technology has now entered the nano-era and the 10nm transistors are
expected to be in production by 2018, allowing the integration of a wider variety
of functions. However, it is well recognized that many challenges are emerging:
– Extreme variations: The increasing variability in device characteristics and
its impact on the overall quality and reliability represent major challenges
to scaling and integration for future nanotechnology generations [26] (cross
talk, interferences, leakages, Vth mismatch, degraded Read/Write margins,
...). What is more, newly emerging complex failure mechanisms in the nanoera (which are not understood yet), are causing the fault mode of the chips to
be dominated by transient, intermittent, parametric and weak faults rather
than hard and permanent faults; hence causing more reliability problems
than quality problems [52]-[54] .
– Reduced voltages: Although the supply voltage is not scaling at the same scale
as the technology, the reduced voltages are contributing to the emergence
of many new failure mechanisms that may impact either the quality and/or
the reliability of memories; examples are: reduced signal strength, reduced
SNM (higher soft error rates) and increased sensitivity to delay (parametric)
faults.
– Speed related faults: The increasing clk speed of each memory generation
poses new challenges. For instance, a 10ps delay for a memory running at
100MHz is only 1% of the Clk speed. However, this is 10% for a memory
running at 1GHz! What is used to be known as marginal delays can cause
timing failures for today and future technologies. Hence testing for at-speed
related faults is becoming a must. Not to mention that other emerging failure
mechanisms also contribute to speed related faults.
– Wearout: The aggressive technology scaling does not only cause new failure
mechanisms, but also increases the level of transient errors (during device
lifetime) and reduces the device lifetime, causing major reliability challenges.
5.2

Business Pressure

The continuous increases in SoC complexity in general and the simultaneous higher
competitive semiconductor industry pose many business pressure challenges.
– Higher customer requirements: irrespective of the business pressure, customers always require a higher product quality, lower cost and higher reliable
chips. Higher customer satisfaction requires therefore higher fault coverage,
even for unknown faults. Hence, large set of tests and stresses are needed,
making test cost higher (reducing beneﬁts).
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– Shorter time-to-volume (TTV)/market: TTV consist of two parts: (a) design
time and (b) production ramp-up time [1]. IP reuse is a common practice
used to reduce the design time. Reducing production ramp-up time is what
is causing the real bottleneck. Traditionally, one had suﬃcient learning time
for test cost and DPM level reduction, starting at low volume with a large
number of tests used to detect, analyze and correct yield problems. Today,
and due to time-to-market pressure, the time-to-market is reduced causing a
severe reduction in the learning curve. Due to the very short to no learning
curve, understanding of all faults for each new technology is impossible.
Hence, the test program may provide a low fault coverage, which contradicts
the customer requirements.
5.3

Requirements for Future Test Solutions

Given the challenges mentioned above, the future solutions have to provide answers to both the customer requirements (higher quality, reliability and fault
coverage for all emerging faults) and the short time-to-market (higher yield).
Today’s solutions are going in the following direction:
– Manufacturing Test: Use eﬀective test set. Development of new tests may
require new approaches. To optimize cost v quality (wrt time-to-volume),
this test may not detect all faults (economically undetectable faults escape).
In addition, use a programmable BIST at module level to enhance shorter
time to market
– In ﬁeld Test: Use Error Correction codes (ECC) to compensate for incomplete fault coverage and to detect soft errors and new (unexpected) failures.
In addition, use dynamic Built-In-Self-Repair to maintain the eﬀectives of
ECC and increase yield and product lifetime.

6

Conclusion

This paper has discussed three major aspects related to embedded memory testing and has provided some future challenges. The approach based on single defect
a time causing a strong fault, on which the traditional fault modeling and test
design are based, may need reﬁnement as memories in nano-era may suﬀer from
diﬀerent small disturbances (weak faults) at the same time; these weak faults can
together create a strong fault if sensitize simultaneously during the application.
Therefore a new memory test paradigm may be needed.
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